Ray is writing a rhyme about his school. Listen to the rhyme. Choose the best answer by blackening the circle.

1. Which is Ray’s classroom?
   - A. 1B
   - B. 2A
   - C. 1A

2. Kate is in Class ____.
   - A. 1A
   - B. 1B
   - C. 2A

3. Ray’s English teacher is ____.
   - A. Mr Bus
   - B. Mr Gus
   - C. Mr Hus

4. Miss Fu has ____.
   - A. two blue pens
   - B. two green pens
   - C. a blue pen

5. Ray and May are ____.
   - A. classmates
   - B. friends
   - C. sisters
Audio Script

Ray is writing a rhyme about his school. Listen to the rhyme. The rhyme will be played two times. When you hear a beep *(beep)*, answer the question. You now have 30 seconds to read the questions. *(30-second music)* The conversation will begin now.

[Ray : My name is Ray.
I am in Class 1A. *(beep)* *(8-second pause)*

This is Kate.
She is my classmate. *(beep)* *(8-second pause)*

My English teacher is Mr Gus.
He comes to school by bus. *(beep)* *(8-second pause)*

I like my class teacher, Miss Fu.
She has two pens. They are blue. *(beep)* *(8-second pause)*

This is my friend May.
We walk to school together every day! *(beep)* *(8-second pause)*]

Narrator : Listen to the rhyme again and check your answers. The conversation will begin now.
*(Repeat [ ] without pauses.)*

Answer Key

1 C 2 A 3 B 4 A 5 B